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Abstract 

 

 

Calcium alginate (CA) is applied to enzyme immobilization for prolonging enzymatic activity. In 

this study CA composite with hydroxyapatite (HA) was prepared by using a wet chemical method and 

then mixed with various Latex (LX) concentrations into groups of CA/LX and CA/HA/LX in various LX 

concentrations. LX solutions at 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% were used and it was found that between 

15% and 20% of their beads were floating. Thus 2.5-10% LX with CA and CA/HA were used for the 

entire experiment. At the gel forming stage, all solutions showed decreased viscosity when the 

temperature was increased.  

The viscosity results of mixture before forming to gel bead showed that as temperature increase 

the viscosity mixture was decrease. The results of a texture profile showed that both the strength and 

stability of the bead structure at 10% LX addition from each group of CA/LX and CA/HA/LX were higher 

than the control group. Bead swelling of 10% LX decreased because the LX6s hydrophobic character 

obstructed the swelling of defective CA/LX and CA/HA/LX beads. Moreover, pH and temperature had an 

affect on the swelling of the beads. The morphology of all the groups was studied by SEM and TEM and 

it was found that the LX material was homogeneous in CA and CA/HA, and that the HA in CA/LX 

resulted in crystallization. The material was proved by the result of FT-IR analysis when it was found that 

the CA/LX and CA/HA/LX had changed the wave number at 1325-1380 cm
-1
 which was the character6s 

bands of CH2 from LX. The bands shifted towards a higher number of waves in the composite beads. 

 Immobilized enzyme was tested. It was found that the variation of LX most important result of 

the enzyme immobilization experiment was shown in the high concentration of LX at 40°C and 50°C at 

the gel forming stage. The LX in CA/LX was inflated and blocked the flow of the substrate. However, this 

did not occur in CA/HA/LX. It is possible that the HA in CA/HA/LX bead expanded the pores inside the 

beads, whereas the LX expansion was inadequate to seal the expanded pores. The results of reused 

immobilized beads showed no difference in the relative activity of each beads type but the suitable is 

CA/HA/LX because it can still relative activity of enzyme more than 50% after 8 cycles reused. 
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